
IONIQ 6



Awaken 
your world.

Sleek and unmistakably unique, IONIQ 6 is redefining the 
boundaries of electric mobility with an astonishing array  
of advanced smart tech and personalised features. 

IONIQ 6 elegantly combines innovative concept car design 
with amazing performance and sustainable materials.

*Vehicle displayed features chargeable optional extras 
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Streamlined simplicity.

The clean streamlined design of IONIQ 6 exudes elegant simplicity. Aerodynamic and emotional, the sweeping curves and smooth lines pay homage 
to the iconic streamlined vehicles of the 1930’s – reimagined for today’s sustainable mobility. The gracefully sloping roof highlights the dynamic 
sportiness of this innovative electric vehicle. 

Designed for aerodynamic efficiency, IONIQ 6 can deliver up to 338 miles of estimated range, aided by its ultra-low drag coefficient of 0.21 and  
cutting-edge electric drive system.

The wing-inspired rear spoiler features glass-like, transparent materials that highlight the unique Parametric Pixels lighting signature.
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Spacious mindful interior.

IONIQ 6’s roomy interior space was developed simultaneously with the exterior. This integrated approach is an 
unconventional way of designing a car, but has yielded an exceptional result: a cocoon-like cabin that lets 
passengers freely enjoy in-car life. Interior space has been maximized, stretching it at the front and rear – resulting 
in a flexible space that is redefining the in-car experience. Created to serve as a comfy and personalized hideaway, 
features like Dual Color Ambient Lighting let you customize the look and feel of the interior. And at the push of a 
single button, the front row Relaxation Comfort Seats lean all the back for a refreshing break while charging.  
And if you need to charge your laptop, there’s an on-board 230V plug located by the rear seats. What’s more,  
by using a converter that plugs into the bidirectional exterior charging port, you can power devices like an  
electric bike or scooter – even when the vehicle is turned off.
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The Hyundai 5-Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty applies only to Hyundai vehicles that have been originally 
sold by an authorized Hyundai dealer to an end-customer, as set out in the terms and conditions of the 
warranty booklet. 8 years or 160,000 km warranty on vehicle battery unit. Local terms and conditions apply. 
Contact your official Hyundai dealer for further information.
 
All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice and is 
intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the representation of vehicle colours are due to 
the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond to the offer and the range of equipment 
for European markets. The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with additional equipment at 
extra cost, and not all model versions are included in this brochure. Hyundai Motor Europe reserves the right 
to make changes to technical specifications and equipment content without notice. 
Please consult your Hyundai dealer for exact details.


